Context. The high-angular-resolution capability of the new-generation ground-based adaptive-optics camera SPHERE at ESO VLT allows us to assess, for the very first time, the cratering record of medium-sized (D∼100-200 km) asteroids from the ground, opening the prospect of a new era of investigation of the asteroid belt's collisional history. Aims. We investigate here the collisional history of asteroid (6) Hebe and challenge the idea that Hebe may be the parent body of ordinary H chondrites, the most common type of meteorites found on Earth (∼34% of the falls). Methods. We observed Hebe with SPHERE as part of the science verification of the instrument. Combined with earlier adaptiveoptics images and optical light curves, we model the spin and three-dimensional (3D) shape of Hebe and check the consistency of the derived model against available stellar occultations and thermal measurements. Results. Our 3D shape model fits the images with sub-pixel residuals and the light curves to 0.02 mag. The rotation period (7.274 47 h), spin (ECJ2000 λ,β of 343
Introduction
Disk-resolved imaging is a powerful tool to investigate the origin and collisional history of asteroids. This has been remarkably illustrated by fly-by and rendezvous space missions (Belton et al., 1992 (Belton et al., , 1996 Zuber et al., 2000; Fujiwara et al., 2006; Sierks et al., 2011; Russell et al., 2012 Russell et al., , 2016 , as well as observations from the Earth (e.g., Carry et al. 2008 Carry et al. , 2010b Merline et al. 2013 ). In the late nineties, observations of (4) Vesta with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) led to the discovery of the now-called "Rheasilvia basin" and allowed for establishment of the origin of the Vestoids and HED meteorites found on Earth Binzel et al., 1997) . Specifically, it was demonstrated that the basin-forming event on Vesta excavated enough material to account for the family of small asteroids with spectral properties similar to Vesta. HST observations thus confirmed the origin of these bodies as fragments from Vesta, as previously suspected based on spectroscopic measurements (Binzel & Xu, 1993) . Recently, the Rheasilvia basin was revealed in much greater detail by the Dawn mission, which unveiled two overlapping giant impact features (Schenk et al., 2012a) .
In the 2000's, a new generation of ground-based imagers with high-angular-resolution capability, such as NIRC2 (Wizinowich et al., 2000; van Dam et al., 2004) A&A proofs: manuscript no. Hebe telescope and NACO (Lenzen et al., 2003; Rousset et al., 2003) on the European Southern Observatory (ESO) Very Large Telescope (VLT), made disk-resolved imaging achievable from the ground for a larger number of medium-sized (∼100-200-km in diameter) asteroids. In turn, these observations triggered the development of methods for modeling the tridimensional shape of these objects by combining the images with optical light curves (see, e.g., Carry et al. 2010a Carry et al. , 2012 Kaasalainen et al. 2011; Viikinkoski et al. 2015a ). These models were subsequently validated by in-situ measurements performed by the ESA Rosetta mission during the fly-by of asteroid (21) Lutetia (Sierks et al., 2011; Carry et al., 2010b Carry et al., , 2012 O'Rourke et al., 2012) .
More recently, the newly commissioned VLT/SpectroPolarimetric High-contrast Exoplanet Research instrument (SPHERE) and its very high performance adaptive optics system (Beuzit et al., 2008) demonstrated its ability to reveal in even greater detail the surface of medium-sized asteroids by resolving their largest (D>30km) craters (Viikinkoski et al., 2015b; Hanuš et al., 2017) . This remarkable achievement opens the prospect of a new era of exploration of the asteroid belt and its collisional history.
Here, we use VLT/SPHERE to investigate the shape and topography of asteroid (6) Hebe, a large main-belt asteroid (D∼180-200 km; e.g., Tedesco et al., 2004; Masiero et al., 2011) that has long received particular attention from the community of asteroid spectroscopists, meteoricists, and dynamicists. Indeed, Hebe's spectral properties and close proximity to orbital resonances in the asteroid belt make it a possible main source of ordinary H chondrites (i.e., ∼34% of the meteorite falls, Hutchison 2004; Farinella et al. 1993; Migliorini et al. 1997; Gaffey & Gilbert 1998; Bottke et al. 2010) . It was further proposed that Hebe could be the parent body of an ancient asteroid family (Gaffey & Fieber-Beyer, 2013) . The idea of H chondrites mainly originating from Hebe, however, was recently weakened by the discovery of a large number of asteroids (including several asteroid families) with similar spectral properties (hence composition, Vernazza et al., 2014) . Here, we challenge this hypothesis by studying the three-dimensional shape and topography of Hebe derived from disk-resolved observations. We observed Hebe throughout its rotation in order to derive its shape, and to characterize the largest craters at its surface. When combined with previous adaptive-optics (AO) images and light curves (both from the literature and from recent optical observations by our team), these new observations allow us to derive a reliable shape model and an estimate of Hebe's density based on its astrometric mass (i.e., the mass derived from the study of planetary ephemeris and orbital deflections). Finally, we analyse Hebe's topography by means of an elevation map and discuss the implications for the origin of H chondrites.
Observations and data pre-processing
We observed (6) Hebe close to its opposition date while it was orientated "equator-on" (from its spin solution derived below), that is, with an ideal viewing geometry exposing its whole surface as it rotated. Observations were acquired at four different epochs between December 8-12, 2014, such that the variation of the sub-Earth point longitude was 90±30
• between each epoch. Observations were performed with the recently commissioned second-generation SPHERE instrument, mounted at the European Southern Observatory (ESO) Very Large Telescope (VLT) (Fusco et al., 2006; Beuzit et al., 2008) , during the science verification of the instrument 1 . We used IRDIS broadband classical imaging in Y (filter central wavelength=1.043 µm, width=0.140 µm) in the pupil-tracking mode, where the pupil remains fixed while the field orientation varies during the observations, to achieve the best point-spread function (PSF) stability. Each observational sequence consisted in a series of ten images with 2 s exposure time during which Hebe was used as a natural guide star for AO corrections. Observations were performed under average seeing conditions (0.9-1.1 ) and clear sky transparency, at an airmass of ∼1.1.
Sky backgrounds were acquired along our observations for data-reduction purposes. At the end of each sequence, we observed the nearby star HD 26086 under the exact same AO configuration as the asteroid to estimate the instrument PSF for deconvolution purposes. Finally, standard calibrations, which include detector flat-fields and darks, were acquired in the morning as part of the instrument calibration plan.
Data pre-processing of the IRDIS data made use of the preliminary release (v0.14.0-2) of the SPHERE data reduction and handling (DRH) software (Pavlov et al., 2008) , as well as additional tools written in the Interactive Data Language (IDL), in order to perform background subtraction, flat-fielding and bad-pixel correction. The pre-processed images were then aligned one with respect to the others using the IDL ML_SHIFTFINDER maximum likelihood function, and averaged to maximise the signal to noise ratio of the asteroid. Finally, the optimal angular resolution of each image (λ/D=0.026", corresponding to a projected distance of 22 km) was restored with Mistral, a myopic deconvolution algorithm optimised for images with sharp boundaries (Fusco et al., 2002; Mugnier et al., 2004) , using the stellar PSF acquired on the same night as our asteroid data. Table 1 . Date, mid-observing time (UTC), heliocentric distance (∆) and range to observer (r), phase angle (α), apparent size (Θ), longitude (λ) and latitude (β) of the subsolar and subobserver points (SSP, SEP) 
Additional data

Disk-resolved images
To reconstruct the 3D shape of (6) Hebe, we compiled available images obtained with the earlier-generation AO instruments NIRC2 (Wizinowich et al., 2000; van Dam et al., 2004) on the W. M. Keck II telescope and NACO (Lenzen et al., 2003; Rousset et al., 2003) on the ESO VLT. Each of these images, as well as the corresponding calibration files and stellar PSF, were retrieved from the Canadian Astronomy Data Center 2 (Gwyn et al., 2012) or directly from the observatory's database. Data processing and Mistral deconvolution of these images were performed following the same method as for our SPHERE images. Only a subset of the 25 different epochs listed in Table 1 had been published (Hanuš et al., 2013) .
Optical light curves
We used 38 light curves obtained in the years 1953-1993 and available in the Database of Asteroid Models from Inversion Techniques (DAMIT 3 , Durech et al., 2010) that were used by Torppa et al. (2003) to derive the pole orientation and convex shape of (6) Hebe from light curve inversion (Kaasalainen & Torppa, 2001; Kaasalainen, 2001) . We also retrieved 16 light curves observed by the amateurs F. Kugel and J. Caron, from the (Grice et al., 2017) . Finally, four light curves were acquired by our group during April 2016 with the 60 cm TRAPPIST telescope (Jehin et al., 2011) .
Stellar occultations
We retrieved the five stellar occultations listed by Dunham et al. (2016) and publicly available on the Planetary Data System (PDS) 5 for (6) Hebe. We convert the disappearance and reappearance timings of the occulted stars into segments (called chords) on the plane of the sky, using the location of the observers on Earth and the apparent motion of Hebe following the recipes by Berthier (1999) . Of the five events, only two had more than one positive chord (that is a recorded blink event) and could be used to constrain the 3D shape (1977-03-05 -also presented in Taylor & Dunham 1978 .
Mid-infrared thermal measurements
Finally, we compiled available mid-infrared thermal measurements to 1) validate, independently of the AO images, the size of our 3D-shape model and, 2) derive the thermal properties of the surface of Hebe through thermophysical modeling of the infrared flux. Specifically, we used a total of 103 thermal data points from IRAS (12, 25, 60, 100 µm, Tedesco et al., 2002) , AKARI-IRC (9, 18 µm, Usui et al., 2011) , ISO-ISOPHOT (25 µm, Lagerros et al., 1999) , and Herschel-PACS (70, 100, 160 µm, Müller et al., in prep) .
3D shape, volume, and density
Recent algorithms such as KOALA (Carry et al., 2010a (Carry et al., , 2012 Kaasalainen et al., 2011) and ADAM (Viikinkoski et al., 2015a) allow simultaneous derivation of the spin, 3D shape, and size of an asteroid (see, e.g., Merline et al., 2013; Tanga et al., 2015; Viikinkoski et al., 2015b; Hanuš et al., 2017) . This combined multi-data approach has been validated by comparing the 3D shape model of (21) Lutetia by Carry et al. (2010b) with the images returned by the ESA Rosetta mission during its fly-by of the asteroid (see Sierks et al., 2011; Carry et al., 2012) .
Here, we reconstruct the spin and shape of (6) Hebe with ADAM, which iteratively improves the solution by minimizing the residuals between the Fourier transformed images and a projected polyhedral model. This method allows the use of AO images directly without requiring the extraction of boundary contours. Boundary contours are therefore used here only as a means to measure the pixel root mean square (RMS) residuals between the location of the asteroid silhouette on the observed and modeled images. ADAM offers two different shape supports: subdivision surfaces and octanoids based on spherical harmonics. Here, we use the subdivision surfaces parametrisation which offers more local control on the model than global representations (see Viikinkoski et al. 2015a) .
Two different models depicted in Fig. 1 were obtained; the first one using the light curves combined to the full AO sample, and the second one using the light curves and the SPHERE images only. Comparison of the SPHERE-based model with our SPHERE images, earlier AO images, subsets of optical light curves and stellar occultations are presented in Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
The two models nicely fit all data, the RMS residuals between the observations and the predictions by the model being only 0.6 pixels for the location of the asteroid contours, 0.02 magnitude for the light curves, and 5 km for the stellar occultation of 2008 (the occultation of 1977 has very large uncertainties on its timings). The 3D shape models are close to an oblate spheroid, and have a volume-equivalent diameter of 196 ± 6 km (all AO) and 193 ± 6 km (SPHERE-based; Table 2 ). Spin-vector coordinates (λ, β in ECJ2000) are close to earlier estimates based on light-curve inversion ((339 Torppa et al., 2003) and on a combination of light curves and AO images ((345 Hanuš et al., 2013) .
The main difference between the two shape models comes from the presence of some surface features in the SPHEREbased model that are lacking in the model obtained using the full dataset of AO images. This is due to the lower resolution of earlier AO images that do not address some of the small-scale surface features revealed by the SPHERE images.
There are 12 diameter estimates for Hebe in the literature (Table A. 1, Figure A.1) . Rejecting values that do not fall within one standard deviation of the average value of the full dataset gives an average equivalent-volume sphere diameter of 191.5 ± 8.3 km, in very good agreement with the values of 193±6 km and 196 ± 6 km derived here (also supported by the thermophysical analysis presented in the following section). In the following, Fig. 1 . 3D-shape model of (6) Hebe reconstructed from light curves and all resolved images (left), and from light curves and SPHERE images only (right). Viewing directions are two equator-on views rotated by 90
• and a pole-on view. we use the value of the diameter obtained from our SPHEREbased model, which is more precise due to the higher angular resolution of the SPHERE images with respect to the NIRC2 and NACO images. A main advantage of using a diameter obtained from a full 3D shape modeling resides in the uncertainty on the derived volume V, which is close to δV/V ≈ δD/D, as opposed to a δV/V ≈ 3δD/D in the spherical assumption used in most aforementioned estimates (see Kaasalainen & Viikinkoski 2012 for details).
Combining this diameter with an average mass of 1.31 ± 0.24 × 10 19 kg computed from 16 estimates gathered from the literature (Table A. 2, Figure A. 2), provides a bulk density of 3.48 ± 0.64 g.cm ; Consolmagno et al. 2008) . The derived density therefore suggests a null internal porosity, consistent with an intact internal structure. Hebe hence appears to reside in the volumetric and struc- tural transitional region between the compact and gravity-shaped dwarf planets, and the medium-sized asteroids (∼10-100 km in diameter) with fractured interior (Carry, 2012; Scheeres et al., 2015) . However, due to the current large mass uncertainty that dominates the uncertainty of the bulk density, the possibility of higher internal porosity cannot be ruled out. We expect the Gaia future Mouret et al., 2007) that will help refine the density measurement of Hebe.
Thermal parameters and regolith grain size
A thermophysical model (TPM; Müller & Lagerros 1998; Müller et al. 1999 ) was also used to provide an independent size measurement for Hebe and to derive its thermal surface properties. The TPM uses as input our 3D shape model with unscaled diameter. The procedure is described in detail in Appendix B.
Using absolute magnitude H=5.71 and magnitude slope G=0.27 from the Asteroid Photometric Catalogue (Lagerkvist & Magnusson, 2011) , the TPM provides a solution for diameter and albedo of (D, p v for data taken at r>2.6 AU. While this might be indicative of changing thermal inertia with temperature, this result should be taken with extreme caution, as the TPM probably overfits the data due to the large error bars on the thermal measurements (see Appendix B) .
From the thermal inertia value derived here, one can further derive the grain size of the surface regolith of Hebe (Gundlach & Blum, 2013) . Assuming values of heat capacity and material density typical of H5 ordinary chondrites (Opeil et al., 2010) and estimated surface temperature of 230 K and 180 K at 1.94 and 2.87 AU respectively, we find that the typical grain size of Hebe is about 0.2-0.3 mm (see Annexe B for more details).
Topography
Hebe's topography was investigated by generating an elevation map of its surface with respect to a volume-equivalent ellipsoid best-fitting our 3D-shape model, following the method by Thomas (1999) . This map shown in Figure 6 allows the identification of several low-topographic and concave regions possibly created by impacts (the two shape models depicted in Fig. 1 produce slightly different but consistent topographic maps). Specifically, five large depressions (numbered 1 to 5 on the elevation map) are found at the surface of Hebe, at (29 Assuming that the volume of a crater relates approximately to the volume of ejecta produced by the impact -which is most likely very optimistic because 1) a significant fraction of impact crater volume comes from compression (Melosh, 1989) and, 2) at least a fraction of the ejecta must have re-accumulated on the surface of the body (e.g., Marchi et al. 2015) , one can further estimate the volume of a hypothetical family derived from an impact on Hebe. The largest depression on Hebe roughly accounts for a volume of 10 5 km 3 , corresponding to a body with an equivalent diameter of ∼58 km.
For comparison, the five known S-type families spectrally analogous to Hebe (therefore to H chondrites; Vernazza et al. 2014) and located close to the main-belt 3:1 and 5:2 mean-motion resonances, namely Agnia (located at semi-major axis a=2.78 AU and eccentricity e=0.09), Koronis (a=2.87 AU, e=0.05), Maria (a=2.55 AU, e=0.06), Massalia (a=2.41 AU, e=0.14) and Merxia (a=2.75 AU, e=0.13) encompass a total volume of respectively ∼ 2. when the larger member of each family is removed. Family membership was determined using Nesvorný (2015)'s Hierarchical Clustering Method (HCM)-based classification (http://sbn.psi.edu/pds/resource/nesvornyfam.html) and rejecting possible interlopers that do not fit the "V-shape" criterion as defined in Nesvorný et al. (2015) . The diameter of each asteroid identified as a family member was retrieved from the WISE/NEOWISE database (Masiero et al., 2011) when available, or estimated from its absolute H magnitude otherwise, assuming an albedo equal to that of the largest member of its family (respectively 0.152, 0.213, 0.282, 0.241 and 0.213 for (847) Agnia, (158) Koronis, (170) Maria, (20) Massalia and (808) Merxia; https://mp3c.oca.eu). We note that these values should be considered as lower limits as those families certainly include smaller members beyond the detection limit.
We therefore find that the volume of material corresponding to the largest depression on Hebe is of the order of some H-chondrite-like S-type families, and ∼4-6 times smaller than the largest ones. Therefore, although we cannot firmly exclude Hebe as the main (or unique) source of H chondrites, it appears that such a hypothesis is not the most likely one. This is further strengthened by the following two arguments. First, it seems improbable that the volume excavated from Hebe's largest depression, which we find to be roughly 10 to 30 times smaller than the volume of the Rheasilvia basin on Vesta (Schenk et al., 2012b) , would contribute to ∼34% of the meteorite falls, when HED meteorites only represent ∼6% of the falls (Hutchison, 2004) . We note, however, that the low number of HED meteorites may also relate to the relatively old age (Schenk et al., 2012b) of the Vesta family (Heck et al., 2017) . Second, the current lack of observational evidence for a Hebe-derived family indicates that such a family, if it ever existed, must be very ancient and dispersed. Yet, there is growing evidence from laboratory experiments that the current meteorite flux must be dominated by fragments from recent asteroid breakups (Heck et al., 2017 ). In the case of H chondrites, this is well supported by their cosmic ray exposure ages (Marti & Graf, 1992; Eugster et al., 2006) . It therefore appears that a recent -yet to be identified -collision suffered by another H-chondrite-like asteroid is the most likely source of the vast majority of H chondrites.
Conclusion and outlook
We have reconstructed the spin and tridimensional shape of (6) Hebe from combined AO images and optical light curves, and checked the consistency of the derived model against available stellar occultations and thermal measurements. Whereas the irregular shape of Hebe suggests it was moulded by impacts, its density appears indicative of a compact interior. Hebe thus seems to reside in the structural regime in transition between roundshaped dwarf planets shaped by gravity, and medium-sized asteroids with fractured interiors (i.e., significant fractions of macroporosity; Carry 2012). This however needs to be confirmed by future mass measurements (e.g., from Gaia high-precision astrometric measurements) that will help improve the current mass uncertainty that dominates the uncertainty on density.
The high angular resolution of SPHERE further allowed us to identify several concave regions at the surface of Hebe possibly indicative of impact craters. We find the volume of the largest depression to be roughly five times smaller than the volume of the largest S-type H-chondrite-like families located close to orbital resonances in the asteroid belt. Furthermore, this volume is more than an order of magnitude smaller than the volume of the Rheasilvia basin on Vesta (Schenk et al., 2012b ) from which HED meteorites (∼6% of the falls) originate. Our results therefore imply that (6) Hebe is not the most likely source of ordinary H chondrites (∼34% of the falls).
Finally, this work has demonstrated the potential of SPHERE to bring important constraints on the origin and collisional history of the main asteroid belt. Over the next two years, our team will collect -via a large program on VLT/SPHERE (run ID: 199.C-0074, PI: Pierre Vernazza) -similar volume, shape, and topographic measurements for a significant number (∼40) of D≥100 km asteroids sampling the four major compositional classes (S, Ch/Cgh, B/C and P/D).
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